Abstract
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To evaluate the prediction skill of the TOPAZ4 forecast system, we used daily mean sea ice forcing term [Evensen, 2003] . In this study, we excluded the forecast data in July 2014, because of 151 a real-time forecast production incident (the forecast were in free-running mode then) [H. Engedahl, 152 personal communication]. Since the forecast data were only provided weekly before 2016, the total 153 of 150 cases was assembled during the study period. The skill core was quantified using pattern 154 correlation coefficients (PCCs), which are used widely in deterministic forecast verification where f ij and a ij are forecast and analysis sea ice variables, respectively. The overbar denotes the 158 average values over the analyzed area (see Fig. 1a ); thus the PCC reflects the correlation of 159 observed and signal anomalies relative to their respective spatial means.
160
To evaluate the reliability of the SIT values in the TOPAZ4 reanalysis data in early summer, 161 we mainly used the Pan-Arctic Ice Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS) outputs, 162 which are derived from the coupled ice-ocean modeling and assimilation system based on the 
169
As an alternative SIT data to evaluate the SIT distribution in the ESS, we used the merged These data are interpolated to 25-km resolution based on optimal interpolation and they are 174 available from October to April. In general, CS2 data have large uncertainty in the estimation of 175 SIT of <1 m, while the SMOS relative uncertainties are lowest for very thin ice. Thus, the merged 176 product is -to date -considered the best estimate of the satellite-based SIT distribution in and 177 around the ESS, although it was reported that there is potential negative bias in mixed first-year and 
179
For the melting season (May-July), there is no reliable estimate of SIT distribution in the ESS,
180
we therefore used only in situ SIT data of autonomous ice mass balance (IMB) buoys obtained near Table 1 ). To compare the 183 two-dimensional SIT data with IMB buoy data, we re-gridded the gridded SIT data along the IMB 184 buoy trajectories. This comparison method is almost identical to that adopted by Sato and Inoue
185
[2017] who compared IMB buoy data with SIT data of the NCEP-CFSR reanalysis. Before 186 comparing the gridded SIT data with IMB buoy data in each grid point, we reconstructed these SIT 187 data on a 0.25 latitude-longitude grid by applying bilinear interpolation. The temporal and 188 horizontal resolutions of the observed and simulated SIT data are summarized in Table 1 .
189
To examine the source of medium-range predictability in SIT distribution, we also used on the same days as the TOPAZ4 forecast data at lead times of 010 day.
196
To evaluate the influence of sea ice condition on vessel speed in the ESS including the Laptev
197
and Kara Seas, we used the vessel speed data derived from Automatic Identification System (AIS) likely to increase the thickness by ridging and rafting and thus remains until the next early summer.
213
These features are qualitatively simulated in the TOPAZ4 reanalysis data (Fig. 1b) . The PCC of the (Table 2) .
218
From the difference map of the climatological SIT between TOPAZ4 reanalysis data and 219 PIOMAS output, the TOPAZ4 SIT is thicker near the coast with 50 cm (Fig. 1c) , although the SIT 220 in the offshore region is underestimated. These positive and negative biases compensate each other 221 and thus the mean bias of the TOPAZ4 SIT is 21 cm in July, which is smaller than in winter (Table   222 3). The seasonal reduction of the SIT bias in TOPAZ4 is also found in the comparison between the 223 TOPAZ4 and CS2SMOS (Table 3 ). In fact, a similar positive bias emerges in comparison with the 224 climatological SIT in CS2SMOS in April (Fig. 2) . It should be noted that a larger positive bias in 225 TOPAZ4 is located solely in the region of the Beaufort Gyre, with about 50 cm excess thickness 226 ( Fig. 1c and 2c ). Since in this region, both SIT data sets show some negative bias relative to the In the freezing season, the TOPAZ4 SIT in the ESS tends to be thinner than the PIOMAS SIT,
240
and seems comparable to the CS2SMOS SIT. The monthly mean bias of TOPAZ4 SIT relative to 241 CS2SMOS SIT is -23 cm and 1 cm in March and April, respectively (Table 3) . On the other hand,
242
we should pay attention to the possibility that the CS2SMOS SIT may be underestimated in this 243 region, because the CS2SMOS highly depends on the reliability of merging two SIT data, which are 
245
SIT has a negative bias in this area, we briefly examined the ice type data which were used for the 246 determination of merged SIT products. In the period from 2011 to 2013, the uncertainty of 247 CS2SMOS SIT is out of range for that of PIOMAS, but the CS2SMOS SIT is comparable to that for 248 PIOMAS in 2014 when the sea ice is classified as multi-year ice (Fig. 3) . This result implies that the 249 CS2SMOS SIT is underestimated in the ESS due to the large fraction of SMOS SIT products even 250 in the sea ice thicker than 1 m.
251
Finally, we compared the SIT data in TOPAZ4 with the in-situ observations available in and 252 around the ESS. Although the location of these buoy data are not fully delimited in the ESS focused 253 in this study the ESS on which we focused in this study, these data seem to be appropriate for our 254 purpose, because the range of the climatological SIT in these region is similar to that in the ESS 255 (Fig. 1a) . The direct comparison between the TOPAZ4 and IMB shows that the mean bias and root 256 mean square error of TOPAZ4 is 8.3 cm and 30 cm, respectively (Fig. 4) . In particular, the TOPAZ4 SIT data shows a good correspondence with IMB buoy data in 2014, which is near the ESS in July
258
( Fig. 1a and Table 1 ). These results support the reliability of TOPAZ4 SIT data in the ESS in early July. Since the influence of sea ice melt is small in these months (Fig. 5c ), the abrupt reduction of 293 early summer SIT prediction skill might be attributable to dynamical advection of sea ice.
294
To examine the influence of dynamical processes on the prediction skill of early summer SIT 295 distribution, we consider the prediction skill of sea ice velocities and surface wind velocities. The Figure 8 shows the temporal evolutions of SIT and ice velocity for analysis and a forecast 305 bulletin starting from 2nd July 2015, which is a typical case of the abrupt decrease in the prediction times of +0 (2 July) to +2 days (4 July), the spatial distributions of SIT and ice velocity are 308 predicted skillfully with only small differences between them ( Fig. 8; right panels) . At a lead time 309 of +4 days (6 July), the analyzed sea ice velocity is directed northwestward in the ESS, which is 310 related to the cyclonic circulation over the Novosibirsk Islands; however, the predicted sea ice 311 velocity is directed southwestward. At a lead time of +6 days, the predicted and analyzed sea ice 312 velocities are largely unrelated. The resultant onshore anomaly of sea ice velocity leads to positive 313 and negative anomalies in SIT in the coastal and offshore regions, respectively. We also examined 2sin 0, w RNa R Na Na
where  w and  a are the boundary layer turning angles of water and air, respectively. The turning 330 angle  is the angle between the vectors of the ice-water stress and the sea ice motion, which is a 331 consequence of the viscous effect within the ocean boundary layer. The Nansen number Na is Ocean [McPhee, 2012] . The value of  was calculated numerically from a 4th-order polynomial (Eq.
339
(3)).
340
On a first order approximation, the daily mean sea ice speed is linearly proportional to the (Fig. 9b) . controlled predominantly by wind stress drag: thus, the influence of ocean currents is not essential.
360
It is interesting that the prediction skill of SIT in early summer remains 0.9 for the PCC core 361 at the lead times longer than 4 days (Fig. 7a) , despite the poorer prediction skill of sea ice velocity
362
( Fig. 7b ). This suggests that the SIT prediction skill after a lead time of 4 days is not strongly 363 attributed to the dynamical process but rather the thermodynamic process (i.e., the melting process 
Case study of ice-blocked incident in the ESS in July 2014

397
In the perspective of operational application of the TOPAZ4 sea ice data to the maritime is significantly anticorrelated with SIT (0.56) during the entire passage (Fig. 13a) examined the corresponding SIC data in TOPAZ4 reanalysis data, but the correlation between the 407 vessel speed and SIC is -0.41 (Fig. 13b) , which is insignificant at 99% confidence level. The scatter 408 plots for SIC indicates that the SIC value is partly insensitive to the vessel speed higher than 5 knot.
409
Thus, these results suggest that the vessel speed was influenced by sea ice stress due to SIT and 
Summary and discussion
414
In this study, the medium-range forecast skill of early summer SIT distribution in the ESS was The prediction skill of the SIT distribution in the TOPAZ4 forecast system was examined in 438 the ESS using a pattern correlation analysis. Although the prediction skill was relatively lower in 439 early summer (JuneJuly) with a large spread, the SIT distribution was predicted skillfully for a 440 lead time of up to 3 days, and the prediction skill drops abruptly after the 4th day. A similar change 441 in prediction skill was also found for sea ice velocity and surface wind speed over the ESS.
442
Diagnostic analysis of the sea ice velocity variability revealed that the early summer ice speed and 443 direction over the EES could be explained well by the free-drift mechanism with a wind factor of 444 2.2 % and a deviation angle of 3050. Their results suggested that the large reduction of 445 prediction skill could be attributed to the process of dynamical advection of sea ice; thus, the 446 prediction of early summer SIT distribution will depend on precise prediction of the surface wind.
447
Our comprehensive analysis supports an earlier study that suggested the dynamical processes have al. [2018] reported that the skillful prediction of Arctic cyclones generated in summer is limited to 4 455 days, which is shorter than the case for the mid-latitudes [Froude, 2010] . As this area is located near 456 the transit zone of summertime storm tracks generated over Eurasia [Serreze and Barry, 1988] , the 457 predictability of Arctic cyclones could be an important factor in the determination of the lead time 
465
Based on sensitivity experiments using a simple melting and a persistency model, it was found 466 that the longer timescale prediction of SIT in early summer could be attributed to the 467 thermodynamic melting process. As the shortwave radiation flux is maximum in early summer 468 (JuneJuly), the change of SIT due to the advection in relation to synoptic-scale atmospheric 469 fluctuations is likely to be smaller than the thermodynamic SIT reduction along the sea ice edge.
470
Although the recognition of the importance of the thermodynamic melting process on sea ice concluded that the atmospheric prediction skill for a lead time of up to 3 days contributes to the 481 short and medium-range prediction skill of the SIT distribution in early summer.
482
In view of the operational application of the TOPAZ4 sea ice data to the navigation in NSR, 483 this study found that during an ice-blocking event that affected two tankers in the ESS in July 2014, 484 significant SIT (150 cm) was simulated over the ESS by TOPAZ4. Given that the SIT is found to Table 1 for the details of 707 each buoy data) are shown by black, red, blue and green dots, respectively. shown by contour (the region where the fraction is larger than 10% is shaded). Table 1 for the details of shown by contour (the region where the fraction is larger than 10% is shaded). 
